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The past two years have brought many changes to the everyday habits of Canadians,
with more and more people prioritizing lifestyle choices, including food, that promise
better outcomes for our health and well-being. This special feature, published during
Nutrition Month and on World Obesity Day, will explore the trends, insights
and approaches that are advancing sustainable solutions for community health and
individual well-being.
Proposed topic highlights:
NUTRITION TRENDS – What are Canadians' priorities when it comes to choosing
healthy food and supplement options?
RESEARCH & INNOVATION – Latest findings and solutions for healthy eating.
FOOD SECURITY – Supporting Canada's farmers and food producers to boost a
strong food system.
HEALTH & SUSTAINABILITY– When food advances the health of individuals,
communities and the planet.
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Matching egg production
with market demand brings
strong beneﬁts for farmers
and consumers alike
A

s Canadians sit down for
Thanksgiving this year, most

That said, egg farming’s impact
is expected to expand in the near
future. Building on Canadians’ strong
appetite for eggs – egg consumption has increased by 40 per cent in
the last 14 years – Egg Farmers of
Canada is now working to put even
more eggs on the plates of Canadians, with a goal of at least 300 eggs
a year per person.
There are also plans to grow new
markets for Canadian eggs and egg
products, as well as develop more
innovative applications in areas ranging from agriculture to medicine.
“None of these advances would
be possible without the system of
supply management,” says Roger
Pelissero, a second-generation egg
farmer in the Township of West
Lincoln in southwestern Ontario,
whose two children have also joined
the family business.
“It’s one of the strongest support
systems for rural Canada,” he says.
“As an egg farmer, I’ve always been
paid a fair price for producing eggs,
and because my business is thriving,
I can in turn purchase from my local
hardware store and my local car and
tractor dealership, and I can hire local
people to work on the farm.”
The stable income has also
enabled Mr. Pelissero to invest in
sustainable solutions for his farm –
upgrading from regular light bulbs
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